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.%I. P. N., Laboratoire de Physique Thgorique, B. P. N o l , 91406 Orsay, France. l'U Wnchen, 0-8046 Garching, R.F.A. Until recently the classification, at low bombarding energy, of heavy ion nuclear reactions into 3 into two fragments (symmetric fragmentation compo-1. The entrance channel is assumed to be dominanent). The effective barrier against fission deted by a sudden interaction potential. For a given creases with increasing angular momentum and for II value, the trajectory can either be scattered afsome value kgf vanishes [I] . Consequently, according ter a loss of kinetic energy (DI) or it can be trapto this picture a real CN cannot be formed. What is ped in the pocket of the potential. In this latter usually called fusion cross section is the sum of case we will have either CN formation or FFP. Due the evaporation residues and of the symmetric fragto the Coulomb field it should be noted that the pomentation cross sections. This latter is usually cket only exists if Z1Z2 < 2500-3000.
associated to the fission of the CN. From the fa-2. When the system is trapped in the pocket it sion cross section one can deduce, within the sharp will drift along the mass asymmetry coordinate.
cut off approximation, a critical angular momentum This drift will lead to a symmetric quasimolecular tcrit. If the fusion cross section is the same as system if it is not too asymmetric. Indeed it is the CN cross section formation Rcrit shouldbebound only if the system is initially not too asymmetric by RBf. This seems not to be the case for medium that FFP will be observed. .
systems [2] . The symmetric fragmentation cross 3. In the last step it is assumed that a reorgasection is too large to be entirely associated to nization of the densities takes place (transition the fission of a CN. This is likely to indicatethat from a sudden to an adiabatic potential). If g c Itg f a new mechanism intermehiate between DI and CN fora real CN is formed which will forget about its mation exists. We can call it fast fission phenomeformation : the FWHM of the fission mass distribunon (FFP) because the fragments have properties tion will be given by the statistical fluctuations which are similar to those of the CN fission fragin the adiabatic potential. On the contrary for
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE R > IIB no r e a l compound nucleus i s formed and t h e f memory of t h e sudden p o t e n t i a l w i l l be kept a s f a r a s mass asymmetry i s concerned. The F W H M w i l l a r i s e from t h e s t a t i s t i c a l f l u c t u a t i o n s i n t h e sudden pot e n t i a l . I n f i g u r e 1 t h e f u l l curve shows t h e res u l t of a simple c a l c u l a t i o n based on t h e preceding assumptions. For Rcrit < RBf a FWHM of 29 was taken a s a n i n p u t and f o r acrit > RBf t h e c a l c u l a t i o n was performed using a sudden p o t e n t i a l . This c a l c u l a t i o n p r e d i c t s t h a t Rcrit s a t u r a t e s around 130 which seems to-'be experimentally observed. 
